(nn grotion is a complex mental state intimately associated with our actions
and with extensive and often sudden physiological changes.

Among the more

familiar emotions are fear, anger, hate, joy, love, pity, pride, shame, grief,
awe, contempt, and surprise,

They almost invariably seem to involve all the

following factors:

(1) An experiencing subject
(2) An object towards which they are directed.
(3) A set of coexistent actions and physiological changes on the

part of the experiencing subject.
(4) The mental representation of a future course of action, together
with the intention to pursue or avoid it.

(6) A general pleasantness or unpleasantness,
The best known theory of the emotions is that due to William James

and C. Lange.

These authorities regard an emotional state as entirely

constituted by factor.(3), the set of coexistent actions and physiological
changes on the part of the experiencing subject.

In their opinion of fear

consists in a feeling "of quickened heart=beats,...of shallow breathing,...

of trembling lips,...of weakened limbs, of gooseflesh... [and] of visceral
stirrings?

Rage is constituted by..."ebullition in the chest,...flushing

of the face,...dilation of the nostrils...clenching of the teeth,...[and an)
impulse to vigorous action".

Each of our emotions are subject to a sim=

iljar analysis, and nothing is found beyond our awareness of an active
response to some excitant cause.
The consciousness of our own reactions is a factor of the utmost ime

portance in the generation of an emotional state.

factor is a disputable point.

Whether it is the sole

Certain recent physiological experiments

as to the nature of the organic and vascular changes characteristic of

emotional states appear to tell very strongly against the James-Lange theory.
As Professor W. B. Cannon says in his 'Bodily Changes in Pain, Hunger, Fear,
and Rage', "In terror and rage and intense elation, for example, the respon=
ses in the viscera seem too uniform to offer a satisfactory means of disting=

uishing states which, in man at least, are very different in subjective
quality.

For this reason I am inclined to urge that the visceral changes

merely contribute to an emotional complex more or less indefinite, but still

pertinent, feelings of disturbance in organs of which we are not usually

conscious”.

The peculiar marks which separate emotion from emotion resides

only in part,in the nature of the immediate emotional act.

The main differ=

entide are the course of purposive conduct intended by the subject of the
emotion and the shading of pleasantness or unpleasantness with which the

emotional state is tinged.

It is not the involuntary organic preparation

for flight which makes fear distinct from rage, but the conscious intent
to flee, while no state of excitement can be called elation unless it is

distinctly and intensely a state of pleasure.
The intimate association between emotion and hedonic tinge demands
a more thorough analysis, for it is closely connected with one of the

most interesting features of emotion=its directedness.,
the most complex emotion may have some object.

Both pleasure and

To be pleased or angry or

afraid is usually to be pleased or angry at something, or in fear of some=

thing.

Zhe Pekaiien between the emotion and its object is not one of simple

coexistence ofiheawareness of the object and the emotion, it is possible,
for example, to be conscious of many things, and to be annoyed at but one

of them.

Furthermore, the object of an emotion does not gain its rank

as object by virtue of a place in the focus of attention,

One may be annoy=-

ed at the buzzing of a mosquito of whose presence he is but dimly aware, while
his main attention is directed towards a mathematical problem on the paper in

front of him.

The definite reference of pleasure or emotion can only be

explained on the basis of thecexistence at each stage of psychological
analysis of some unanalyzed state with a definite reference.

However, plea=

sure and emotion are not themselves simple unanalyzed directed states.

From

what has already been shown of emotion, it is clear that it involves many

undirected experiences of the nature of organic and kinaesthetic sensations
or images.

Pleasure likewise ‘appears to have the two-fold aspect of a mass

of organic experiences, going to make up what may be called a sense of well-
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being, from our pleasure say, at a dinner, all that remains is an act of

bare approval.

This approval does not appear to be qualitatively distinct

from that involved in an aesthetic Judgment an ethical judgment, or a PX

normative judgment of any kind.

Similarly, active displeasure is sien: I

composed of a sense of ill-being, accompanied by, and possibly forming a
portion of the object of, an act of disapproval.

The hedonic tone of an

emotional experience thus seems to involve (a) a diffuse organic experience

of well-being or illebeing, and (b) an act of approval or disapproval direct=
ed towards some definite object,

It is almost, if not quite, impossible

to think of a case where an emotion involves an act of approval or disapproval

of this, sort, but where the objects of the emotion and the act are distinct.

There. sobrebo be no valid objection to identifying the objective reference
of the emotion, with the objective reference of the act.

On the basis of

this and of what has been said previously concerning the emotions, it is
easy to account for the coexistence of different emotions in the same

individual at the same time: the physiological axcitment characteristic of
all emotion is present; but is accompanied by the approval of certain objects
and the disapproval of others; by a background of organic sensations conforming

neither to those of well being nor $0 1hdse of definite ill=being; or by the
CoD ot
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intention of pursuing different emetienal objects.
In the first two essays, the conclusion was reached that the nucleus

of every ethical and aesthetic judgment is a bare act of approval, not sus-

ceptible to a direct analysis, and neither specifically ethical nor speci=

fically aesthetic,

The directedness of pleasure and emotion has just been

traced to a precisely similar act of approval, Logic, moreover, in so far as
it is a normative science, and not a science of pure structure, is the science

of judgmentgof approval, directed indeed towards true propositions, wut nvith ders
introspectively similar to all other judgments of value.
be summed up in the definition of a norm.

These facts may

n

Uhany

(0 #ornGs a standard of reference in accordance with which an entity or
state of affairs is approved or disapproved.

Our standards of right and °

wrong, truth and falsity, beauty and ugliness, pleasure and pain, are all
norms, and the sciences which concern themselves with applying these standards=-

namely, ethics, logic, aesthetics, and what may be called hedonics—~ are class=ed as normative sciences.

Not every criterion is a norm; an act of approval

or disapproval must depend on the application of the criterion.

Thus, when

one is weighing in an experiment the electrolytic deposit on a piece of

metal, he is not applying a norm, but when he weighs a purchase to determine

whether it is less in weight than it should be, he is applying a norm,
ag in this latter case the discovery of a deficiency in weight is the object

of disapproval.

This approval or disapproval seems on introspection to be

the same in nature throughout all the different norms with which it is

associated, and to be insusceptible to any obvious analysis.

The distinct=-

ion between the several normative sciences, or sciences which are concerned

in evaluation according to norms, Ree a any distinction between
the sorts of approval invelved in each, but te the object of that approval

and £5the scope of the consciousness in which it is approved.

A normative

judgment is ethical when the range of consciousness has been enlarged to the
greatest possible extent, and an attempt has been made to consider every

relevant antecedent, concomitant, and consequent circumstance.

It is

aesthetic when the range of consciousness is restricted to what lies within

the object of evaluation, but embraces every possible detail within the
limits of this restriction.

It is logical when the content of the mind

consists entirely of propositions which, by disregard of their peculiar matter,
have been reduced to mere schemata. It is Aare Whe the existing state
of consciousness is taken it is found, with no attempt to broaden or deepen

its scope.
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